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Aides naléhali na DeSantise, aby přepadl Trumpa kvůli
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Pobočníci guvernéra Floridy Ron DeSantis na něj naléhají, aby

zasadil rozhodnou, nemilosrdnou ránu Donaldu J. Trumpovi za to, že

neprozíravě uspořádal banket pro dvě kontroverzní, polarizující

postavy, které se v současnosti vyhřívají v centru pozornosti médií –
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Ye, dříve známého jako Kanye West, a Nicka Fuentese, 24letý kluk

obviněný z chrlení antisemitských a misogynních komentářů ve

svých přímých přenosech.

Trump, jak příběh vypráví, pozval Ye na večeři v úterý večer v Mar-a-

Lago, protože se těšila na prohlídku Trumpova sídla na Floridě a

Fuentes byl označen jako Yeův nezvaný host. Podle videa, které Ye

později zveřejnil na Twitteru, požádal Trumpa, aby se stal jeho

kandidátem v prezidentských volbách v roce 2024, což je návrh,

který vyvolal některé nepříliš milé poznámky prezidenta Trumpa,

který zatlačil zpět na Truth Social hours poté, co Breitbart

informoval. na večeři.

Trump zveřejnil, že Ye za ním přišel pro obchodní radu a dodal, že

před úterním jídlem neměl tušení, kdo Fuentes je.

Jinde na Floridě se Ron DeSantis doslechl od zaměstnanců, kteří mu

doporučovali, aby okamžitě udělal z Trumpovy večeře národní téma

a že Trumpa odsuzuje jako „bezohledného“ a „bezprezidentského“.

Ředitelka komunikace Taryn Fenske poradila DeSantisovi, aby zvolal

Trumpovu „Dinner for Shmucks“, odkaz na komediální film z roku

2010.

"Trump pozval hispánského bílého supremacistu a černého

antisemitu na večeři." Neseďte na to, guvernére. To, že Trump řekl,

že o Fuentesovi nevěděl, je absurdní. Také řekl, že nevěděl, kdo byl

Julian Assange – poté, co v roce 2016 tuctykrát citoval a citoval

WikiLeaks. Přesně věděl, s kým má co do činění, a Trump se s nimi z

nějakého důvodu setkal. Neměli bychom věřit, že se Fuentes objevil

bez pozvání z ničeho nic. Mar-a-Lago takhle nefunguje – hosté jsou

RSVP a prověřeni,“ řekl Fenske DeSantis podle zdroje z kanceláře

guvernéra DeSantise.

DeSantisův náměstek tiskového tajemníka Jeremy Redfern údajně

zopakoval Fenskeho sentiment a řekl, že Trumpova „tajná schůzka

zkrachovala“ a že Trump „ukázal svou pravou tvář“.
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"Guvernére DeSantisi, mluvíme o Trumpově večeři s popíračem

holocaustu, který říká, že ženy by neměly mít volební právo." Fuentes

je odporný. Pokud se Trump spojuje s lidmi, jako je on a Kanye,

musíte tyto zprávy zaujmout středem pozornosti,“ řekl Redfern. "Tito

zhoubní nespokojenci nejsou skuteční MAGA - jsou to objevující se

ikony nenávisti."

Redfern dále řekl, že Ye a Fuentes se snaží rasismus normalizovat a

učinit z něj součást hlavního proudu konzervativní politické

ideologie.

Šéf guvernérova štábu James Uthmeier měl však na Trumpovu

hostinu jiný pohled: Ye a Fuentes Trumpa připravili.

Trump, vysvětlil Uthmeier, má historický sklon přijímat ano-muže,

labužníky a voliče, kteří na něj přehnaně zpívají chválu. Ye i Fuentes

do toho pasují. Uthmeier tvrdil, že Trump, vždy laskavý hostitel,

pravděpodobně věřil, že Ye se chtěl jen propašovat nahlédnout do

Trumpova honosného sídla o rozloze 62 500 čtverečních stop a

neměl ponětí, že se chystá Fuentes, „agent provokatér“.

„Možná, že Trump nemá o Fuentesovi ponětí. Rozhodně nehodlal

Kanyeho hosta v žádném případě odmítnout,“ řekl Uthmeier

DeSantisovi. "Toto má napsané nastavení." Kanye chce být

prezidentem. Fuentes je součástí jeho kampaně. Chtějí podkopat

Trumpa. Věděli tedy, že Fuentes přinese špatný tisk, a celou věc

prozradili v naději, že s tím média poběží.

Guvernér DeSantis upřednostnil udatnost před pomstychtivostí a

řekl, že si raději „sedne a uvidí, co se stane“, než aby se vměšoval do

Trumpových osobních záležitostí.

V úterý večer nebyl přítomen žádný ze tří zdrojů RRN z Mar-a-Lago,

takže nemůžeme Trumpovu reakci oficiálně komentovat.

Oslovili jsme Trumpovu mluvčí Liz Harringtonovou, která řekla:

"Řekli jsme vše, co jsme k této otázce říci měli."
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Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Navštíveno 30 567krát, dnes 891 návštěv)

 

Ye je stále pod satanskou kontrolou. Je tam, aby se zjevil jako „anděl

světla“, ale jeho ovocem bude zmatek a chaos. Jeho rozkazy jsou

narušit a překazit plány. Vrhněte špatné světlo na křesťany, „maga“ a

svobodu slova.

Ye has been MKUltra, and he has told people such so, he is trying to

get out of the illuminati with his life. Just remember Kanye didn’t kill

himself..we as Christian’s should pray for both parties..

Interesting narrative being used here.

 
It all seems to revolve around protecting our ‘beloved’ controllers.

 
We wouldn’t want to upset their vise-like grip on us… now WOULD

we?

 
Trump is hated by everyone in power.

 
Hmmmmm… there MUST be good reason.

Last edited 12 hours ago by Jimbeau

what’s ADL ??? Could you please explain too us what it means?

Thank you for any information about this .
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Anti Defamation League, it is run by the Khazarian Mafia and has

only ill will for ALL white people and has a depopulation agenda for

the entire world, numbering 7.5 billion people dead by 2030. They

are NOT Semites, and they have, since they infiltrated the Jews, a

few thousand years ago, killed off the vast majority of the REAL

Jews, they were named by God in Revelations, the Synagogue of

Satan, the jews who are NOT Jews. They are fake jews, they do NOT

practice Judaism, they practice satanism, and it is their practices that

became nearly worldwide among the elites, the child trafficking,

rape, torture, and killing as a sacrifice to the god they worship, Satan

under the name of Baphomet, and then eating the sacrificed child

and drinking its blood.

Exactly. Those saying “it’s the Jews!” are completely wrong, and also,

“correct.”

It’s the liars, is the full truth.

The liars say that they are Jews.

So: it’s NOT “the Jews”; it’s the liars who put themselves forth as

something they are not.

Unfortunately, they call themselves “the Jews” so if we want to talk

about them, it’s “easier” to use the name they give for themselves.

Even though we know they’re lying about who they are.

Revelation 2:9 and 3:9 discuss this. Those digits total 23, as in, “now

comes the pain” password. Biden’s “dark winter” in 2023?

Correction they didn’t kill off the mass majority of the REAL Jews.

There is still alot of us around. You forget the promise that G-D made

to Abraham. Can you count the stars in the sky or the grains of sand ?

You also seem to forget that Jews do come in all colors. White from

Spain, Portugal as well as Europe. Ethiopian Black’s also Asia ect.

You do know about the Diaspora don’t you? My mother’s line was

from Spain she considered us as Spanish and since my father’s line
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was from Germany I was also considered White. She told me that

when I made a comment about us being Mexican and corrected me

regarding that subject. There are a whole lot of Real Jews then there

are of the km.

The only reason everyone in power hates DJT is that they can’t beat

him I all facets of life political or otherwise. Blessings,

I don’t think women today recall the purpose of the women’s

movement. It was never intended to be a sorority full of ignorant

women. The movement was about self-enhancement…..get an

education, fine tune your marketable skill, become a revenue

producer that can bring home the bacon AND cook it. I don’t see

where many women born during the 70s through to the present who

know HOW to be liberated. Instead, most women grouped

themselves to fight to become man-like in a man’s world while

presenting themselves as[exhibitionists. Women have smaller brains

for a reason. Therefore, I agree that women of today have proven

why the founders did not include any women during election season.

We all witness the ineptness of women today whose capabilities do

not even include motherhood’s responsibilities. Women should not

be voting,….like it or not the writing is on the wall.

You might consider therapy to address these ‘women-hate’ issues,

perhaps stemming from your childhood. I’m sorry it was so rough

you’ve turned out like this. Taking personal responsibility however,

for our own behavior & screwed-up thoughts & attitudes, is how we

proceed into a brighter future together.

I marched for women’ s liberation….women my age got excellent

educations, we were competitive in the job market, we EARNED our

incomes, we wore power suits instead of cleavage and eff me shoes

and we went to professional jobs where we had to COMPETE with

men to make a good living. You probably weren’t a woman in the

80s. I look back over the DECLINE of the female essence since

Hitlary Clinton chose to throw your generation of women over to the
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very profitable abortion industry. I look over the millennial

generation and see a lot of useless chattel amongst the female

population. Beauty is not fake and T&A aren’t brains. Got it? You

have a brain between your ears. Use it, please.

It would help to consider your audience, the trashy ignorant women

you are describing are not really going to be on this page.. so I guess

you do like to clash with people and slam doors and cabinets too

hard type of thing and it does look you got somebody who wants to

play so that’s fine..

We don’t get to see these women. What we see on the outside says

much about what is going on inside the brains of others. I’m not

seeing very many pretty young women. And the ones that are pretty

aren’t wearing much. Do the younger women know that men their

age don’t want them? The reason isn’t difficult to see. Personality

drugs used to disguise their lack of awareness seem to have done

much damage. Women of the millennial generation are chattel. Do

they know what that means?

You’re right about that, Tracy.. There are, worse yet, women, who

have achieved success but then put their daughters down for wanting

the same success through the good example of education and hard

work their mothers set for them. Sometimes mothers are jealous of

their daughters who show great potential and success and they hold

them back, which is damaging to the woman who wants to conquer

the world and succeed like mom and grandma did, only now more

doors are open to them than before, which is what we as women have

fought for during many decades. Which is sad.

 
I knew a woman like that, she was highly educated and successful,

got married and had kids; but when her daughter wanted to achieve

great heights too, she had woman-hate issues and held her back,

would not send her to school, would not let her work for her own

money, told her not to get married when she turned adult (her right

as an adult), told her not to have more than one or two kids (what,

three or more is too many? Hello, her body her choice), all the
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controlling issues that can mar a child’s perspective on life and belief

in oneself. The mother died early, leaving her teenaged kid an

orphan, She could not take care of herself and had to learn the hard

way to survive — cooking, cleaning and wanted to work but had no

skills to work. She got herself through school, work, and got married.

She votes in every election and believes in the American dream to

this day. Only she couldn’t have kids and was marginalized for

adoption who went for the gay parents more than the straight

parents. She did not have small brains, but she had a very bad

mother. She is now very angry and very bitter.

Your generation knows that your age group is not likeable, right?

lmao I have a daughter…..she is beautiful, natural, a revenue

producer and has self awareness. I raised my kids rather than

allowing government to do it. I think the latchkey kids, many who

came to my house after school, got a raw deal but I don’t like being

exposed to the results of the damage done to them. Yet, as adulthood

reaches near the age of 18, they still don’t mature. Twerking isn’t

getting them positive results…..but maybe a case of the cherpes. By

the way, stating that there is women hate out there would not come

from my corner of the world. I love being a woman and have many

friends that do, too. None of us had to demean ourselves to make

money or to go out in public socially. Your immaturity made me

laugh. Thanks! Grow up, dear. Respect your eggs.

I think this is overly simplistic as well. She definitely has a point and

though all races have been affected by the matrix brainwashing,

certain demographics and education levels are going to have more

fitting the stereotype she describes. and it’s usually the more

egregious that end up in the news and on tv and Instagram. I

certainly can’t chalk all of her comments up to the race card or

gender card you appear to be using… she is making an

overgeneralization but I would not dismiss it by calling it “hate”. She

may have just viewed a negative storyline somewhere regarding this;

I mean it’s everywhere, and so the ideas and emotions are right at
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her fingertips. or maybe she just tends to jump to conclusions quickly

or writes very spontaneously or has a relative like this who is always

in her face with the trashiness and low class behavior.. who knows?

I have no insecurities about being female. I do not think the

millennials have a clue HOW to be female. It is innate. Why do

younger women of today worry more about the shoes they wear

instead of the ability to think for themselves? I see a generation of

females who have no clue who they are as individuals. Why? Look

around….all you see is their desperation to be loved for all the wrong

reasons. Did self love and respect become obsolete? No wonder the

trans men have come to the surface to replace them on the job front.

And, those men are seeing women as being clownish in appearance

and replicating that appearance. I am a proud female and so are all

the viable women in my generation. I don’t believe government

should have replaced mothers and fathers.

Perhaps not blaming women en masse, but placing blame where it

really belongs (the CIA establishment media) would be prudent.

There’s no reason women shouldn’t vote; especially once we shed

ourselves of the last of the parasitic, manipulative forces steering the

national zeitgeist.

Women today are not individuals. They are part of the collective of

sheep. This saddens me because we women who were in college

during the late 70s were built great, we cared how we looked, we

didn’t compete with men in sports or even on the golf course and our

IQs are 30 or more points higher than the millennial females. I did

not create that condition and I do not like being exposed to

uninteresting women. And the funny thing about it all is that the

younger women don’t even know they are not attractive inside or out.

Now, they got the shot and won’t be procreating. Stupidity or sheep?

Amen! Women ought to keep their mouths shut in Church, too as

they were the one’s who were deceived by the devil.
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And who did Jesus tell to inform the disciples that He had risen from

the dead? Dominick Prick the plumber? No.

 
He told Mary Magdalene, the woman he delivered from many

demonic afflictions and she became the first woman preacher of the

full gospel, found in the last chapters of Matthew, Mark, Luke and

John which chronicle the Resurrection of the Messiah.

 
Hulda was a prophetess who was the keeper of the wardrobe of the

college in the OT in 2Ki 22:14 .

 
Miriam was a prophet – just like Habakkuk, Isaiah and Malachi in

Exodus 15:20-21

 
Wise women saved the city in 2 Samuel 20:16-22

 
Deborah was a prophet, a judge and military leader of Israel in

Judges 4:4-5.

 
Anna was a prophet in Luke 2:36

 
Many of the early church leaders including preachers and prophets

and teachers and evangelists were woman.

 
Mary was in ministry; her home was a place of worship for believers

in Acts 12:12

 
Philip’s four daughters went into the family business and became

prophets in Acts 21:8-9 .

 
Lydia was in ministry and her home became a place of worship for

believers in Acts 16:12-15

 
Phebe was a preacher at Cenchrea in Romans 16:1

Junia was an apostle just like Peter, Bartholomew, Paul, Matthew,

Luke, and the other apostles in Romans 16:7

 
Women pray and prophesy in church: 1Corinthians 11:5

 
Priscilla and Aquila were husband and wife ministers:

 
1 Corinthians 16:19, Acts 18:2 and Acts 18:26

 
Jesus spoke with the Samaritan woman who was the first female

evangelist of the New Testament. Joh 4:24-30

 
If God hated women so much, He would not have sent His Son to

save them. he would not have opened the wombs of barren women

like Sarah, Hannah, Rebecca and Rachel. He would not have inspired

a woman to teach her son wisdom in selecting an ideal wife in
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Proverbs 31. He would not have sent Elisha to help a poor woman

sell pots of oil to clear her debts so her sons would not be enslaved.

He would not have sent Jesus who was born of a woman as

prophesied in teh OT 7-8 centuries prior. He would not have poured

out His Spirit at Pentecost on BOTH His sons and daughters for

them to go around the world to preach the Good News.

 
GOD DOES NOT NEED A MAN’S PERMISSSION, LET ALONE

YOUR PERMISSION TO PREACH AND TEACH AND DO

KINGDOM WORK. YOU ARE NOT GOD’S BOSS.

 
Get your Bible facts straight, pal.

so everyone who agree with church is a devil sand demon now?

whats next burning people to death cause they aint religious?

you christians sure are destroying society faster, lol.

The sin was charged to Adam not Eve…..he was over her and he

disobeyed God with very little urging. Sin comes through the man

Adam that is why Jesus only had an earthly mother. Read your Bible.

You sound like a “Mormon Woman”…! Mormon indoctrinated

woman are 2nd class humans, because they are descended from the

wicked eve, but males are A-OK and are 1st class and don’t have to

prove themselves to the white old guard board of mormon directors…

LMAO!!!!! Sweetie, I don’t do public religions. They all came out of

the Babylonian years with the intent to control the masses. I am not

part of your collective. It looks simply awful from here. If you want to

know God then you will have to learn HOW to use your brain. The

bible was written by man…..God doesn’t write books. His messages

are clear as day, though. What is your educational level. That may be

why you think religions created by man are the way to go. You might

want to begin taking classes in geo and astro physics. That is where

you find God which will allow him to find you. Not all of us are going

into his dimension. He has a wall.
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Things are rarely so cut and dried. I look at the women’s movement

as freeing women to not be slaves to men; if the man is abusive, we

can now leave him, we can support ourselves and hopefully our

family if necessary, don’t have to endure a miserable marriage, etc.

Female suicides went down when divorce stats went up historically,

when women were able to leave when necessary. Men, conversely,

are able to leave easier as well. Like most things, it’s a mixed bag of

benefits and liabiilities on various people. Women do seem to have

thrown away many of the benefits and they were wanted by the

banksters as workers, to cover up the inflation created by the fiat

currency system, and had the bonus for them of destroying the

family as well. If they can manage to avoid the cabal matrix

brainwashing and start to think for themselves, things could

improve. I still look at it as a plus, but let’s try it without the federal

reserve slave system and see how life improves for everyone… when

more women wake up, and many are, it can be better. I don’t see the

vote going away and nor should it, both genders are not immune to

the brainwashing and I know plenty of men who are drinking the

Kool Aid while I am not and never have.

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

PC). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however last

month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the PC(Personal

PC) for 9 hours per day. For more detail visit this article..

http://libertybucks1.blogspot.com/

Last edited 12 hours ago by Barshembar

Whoopie for your companion mother…..no one on hear wants to hear

that scam. You people do it all over facebook. I guess you nab a few

suckers along the way.

the first album of Kanye clearly clearly has complex satanic gematria.

 
That gematria was aimed on commercial success but also has a long

history of dementia side effects: people believing they are God, or

Jesus… or wanting to run for president.

http://libertybucks1.blogspot.com/
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Kanye ils not squeaky clean, 99% of the people at that level are

compromised.

For Kayne to ask Trump to be his running mate, tells you something

is loose in the upper story. He needs prayer for healing and

deliverance. Don’t forget, DeSantis was shaking hands with FEMA

just a few weeks ago. Sometimes big stories are mostly hot air and

not a big deal.

I had heard here on RRN, that DeSantis had asked Trump to be his

running-mate, which is what engendered the DeSanctimonious

remark. Kayne would have had to be referencing that as a joke. To be

serious? No way, Kayne.

It’s hard to accept the notion that Ye would ask trump to be his

running mate in all seriousness without assuming that he’s also

insane in the membrane.

Kenye just may have been joking. I have no idea about him as I’ve

never followed him. Does he have a sense of dark humor?

“satanic control?” for what? Because he is exposing the total

Talmudic control over America? The FED. TV & media networks, Big

Pharma, Porn, etc? JEWISH CONTROL, you idiots. It is satanic,

meant to collapse Western, historically Christian cultures. Kanye is

not perfect, but he did what Voltaire said that if you want to see who

controls your culture, find out who you cannot publicly criticize.

Baxter is showing his true colors by doing this. Desantis is ZIONIST.

John , your commentary is SPOT-ON. My only reservation is

regarding Gov. DeSantis, I am not ready to cast DeSantis as a zionist

just yet. I sense there are “other ” things going on here, but we’ll have

dialogue a bit later on this if you would like. Take Care

Please do more research before you post uninformed drivel about

Kanye. He is under control of the DS. and I do agree Desantis is a

Zionist. Time will dislose all.
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You are talking shit. Your take on this matter is ENTIRELY

BULLSHIT. I will leave it at that.

I don’t see the problem in hating j00$ as they are all vampires who

love to drink human blood for sport!

You’re wrong. Not all Jewish people are like that. You’re cursing

God’s people, so be careful. Curse God’s chosen, God will curse you

as well.

this is why im not religous. you christians are mad. same types who

burned the one so called witches in the 1600’s.

just watched a video up on bitchute of all the ones killed at different

location, dates were give, lots of clones, but I was surprised by one

name DeSantis this year. wow he was pure evil.

Apparently a lot of folks won’t be able to handle the truth about the

Jews. A lot of “Christians” fear to openly talk about Jewish

supremacy.

Research “Harley Pasternak” to find out what Ye is up against.

You are right that there is satanic influence. He appears to be

breaking out of the control, though. (Or, perhaps “the breakout” is

part of the show, and we’re all truly trapped? Having a rough day…)

Christians are not “Judeo-Christians” which seems a ruse to combine

two wildly different frames of thought: the Jews think Jesus Christ is

boiling in excrement in Hell, and they’re waiting for a different

savior. They need to read Isaiah 53, it appears.

Yet America is described as a “Judeo-Christian nation”…

MAGA is also “slightly off” because resets happen every 130-150

years. The generations go in quads:
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Hard times make strong men;

Strong men make easy times;

 
Easy times make weak men;

 
Weak men make hard times.

The cycle repeats.

Well President Trump DID make America great, with $1.87/gallon

gas, etc; he can do it again. Britney Spears (“Oops, I …”) and the

conservatorship comes to mind; we’re getting out of our own, as well

— the birth/berth certificate fraud.

Research “state national” for that latter. I have a lot to research.

God bless in Jesus name.

Isn’t there a saying, ” keep your friends close but keep your enemies

closer”? Sort of like the art of war. Trump is the COMMANDER AND

CHIEF, maybe D can learn from a 5d chess player. Just saying.

I think you are referring to:

 
Forgive your enemy, but remember the bastard’s name, or;

 
Friends come and go, but enemies accumulate…..

Never keep enemies in your camp I say. That it would be good to

keep them close, to me, is just plain dangerous and a little bit

ridiculous. Who invented that saying anyway, to keep your enemies

close, lol? I think it was the enemy

Desantis should very careful , he has hidden truths yet to come out !

However I am losing faith in Baxter ever writing this drivel , Trump

has a way of exposing people by showing them into the light!

Even our “Last Man Standing” has to bow to the evil controllers of

this earth.

 
He picked the Tim Allen character for a reason.

I wondered why Michael wasted his time with this story, but at least

he is throwing out what he receives.
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Hey remember when Michael promised the EBS would happen after

the midterms, and then he said Trump just changed his mind and

decided to cancel the EBS, and not expose all the fraud MB says they

proved, and just campaign for another two years instead? Good times

huh

I never promised anything. And I also explained in comments that

Trump asked the military not to EBS when he decided to toss his hat

in for 2024 for an official move at getting reelected, even though he’s

been behind the scenes working with White Hats on Military arrests.

Nice attempt at gaslighting, though.

Yes Michael , and I asked you in two separate posts at the story

where you initially reported this issue. What was the reasoning for

President Trump requesting that the White Hats NOT set off the

EBS. Why did he request this of the White Hats? And I/we never

heard back from you. If the reason or reasoning is not mentionable,

classified , just say so, but to leave this open ….. is not right. So I pose

the question again. A response to this would be appreciated. Thank

You

It looks to me like the red wave was big enough that we were safe

exposing it and fighting it in the public arena as Kari Lake and others

are doing.. exposing it to the normies is good.. and not having to

resort to the military is good.. the government is supposed to be run

by the people and the people should work to overcome the stealing

since there appear to be enough awake people.. yes, the military is

needed for what they are doing, some heads have to roll in order for

the people to have a chance because the corruption is so deep and

wide.

Cool so rather than simply expose the fraud and assume office now

he will just campaign for 2 years and then probably lose 2024

anyways. Great plan! Great work MB!
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I’m assuming that you’re aware that Ll0yd, W0zz, Russe11, B0fa, etc

etc etc are all the same person. Probably also R0n Burgundi, De1ta,

Redw1ne, etc.

Re DeSantis, there is information about him on the internet, that if

true, could cost him his political career. Someone take a look at his

investments and partners in those investments. That Trump is

having a private dinner in his home with people we don’t necessarily

like does not make him evil. If I want to know what “the other side” is

up to, the best thing is to sit with them and Listen. Encourage them

to talk. The longer they talk the more you will find out. Maybe we

should all read the Art of War. Also the Art of the Deal. Besides

whose business is it what Trump does in the privacy of his own

home. Too many people here making judgements and jumping to

conclusions without anything to back it up. You are the ones harming

Trump. Get off his case!

I’ve had to entertain people I didn’t invite or like before. Common

courtesy dictates you be a civil host. Who knows what the intent was.

I think MB (please deny or verify this statement if need be, MB) has

specific a job to do; express the intel he’s given from his contacts

without personal bias, knowing at any time that he could be given

truth as easily as disinformation (or a blend) and that

“disinformation is necessary”. Also, I assume that MB expects no one

to believe what he writes, as he knows full well that one shouldn’t

accept unverifiable stories as fact; but to simply file it in a “grey box”

in your mind to weigh against other pieces of information you ingest

here and elsewhere.

That said, these RRN Trump/DeSantis stories have been bugging

me, too.

Lastly, your last comment, “Trump has a way of exposing people by

shoving them into the light!” is, as I see it, his single most important

quest ever since he entered the arena of politics.
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I believe Baxter if just letting readers know that there are parties here

that are attempting to create some narratives here and they are false

narratives and once again Baxter is filling folks in on these

developments The msm most notably NEWSMAX another msm

controlled outlet although in appearance they are pro-Trump , was

throwing YE under the Bus so – to – speak, and mocking him on this

matter of his visit to Trump. The newsmax program that I viewed

this on was the Eric Boland Show. This was near the end of his show

and the segment was extremely crass to say the least. And I do know

that the Pillow Guy , Mike Lindell a FERVENT President Trump

supporter and FERVENT MAGA and PATRIOT supporter was

thrown under the Bus by some asshole host at newsmax some time

ago , specifics escape me at the moment, but just the same. Mr.

Lindell really put it on the line for President Trump , MAGA and the

Patriots at a very deep cost to himself and his company and Mr.

Lindell from every thing I know at this time NEVER WAVERED in

his stand or support for Trump ,MAGA and the PATRIOTS. I will

leave it at that.

I asked a question and not only was my question not answered but

the whole post is gone. so much for honesty

the real reason behind the shortening of his name lies in complex

kabbalistic gematria.

 
What he used brought him success, but had severe side effects, one

notable being dementia.

 
so they shortened the name, in a gematria version known to water

down the effects

so kanye is not alone in this game, he has clearly been supported by a

group of people knowledgable in those topics.

unfortunatly the vast majority of those types are fare from being

“America first”
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Digits help us see things in the fourth dimension (“5D” some call it;

it’s one dimension above ours, which has 3 axes of movement, plus

time (so, here is “4D”); 5D has four axes, plus time).

Yesterday learned the “next” axis, and it’ll always be accurate: “in

and out”.

Wrote the following last night actually, hope it’s enjoyable:

YouTube channel “Be Inspired”, “”You Are Living in the 5th

Dimension” (mind-blowing!!!)”, I hear the following, a rapper on

stage describing it:

“Back forth, right left, up down; no ‘in and out.’ No in and out, what

is in and out? Rockstar. Rockstar says, ‘I exist without the body. So

where is this other existence? Where is it? It’s not here, it’s not in

three-dimensional space, where you really are, the person that said

this (holding up ‘Rockstar’ sticker) — is in a whole different

dimension. Just switch a little bit. Talk to yourself more. Affirm to

yourself more. No more (mumbling with hand on mouth), none of

that, close this down, and go within, and say ‘I am the greatest dot

dot dot ever.’”

That’s the next axis; in and out. That’s so awesome. Because that

works no matter how many axes we find ourselves with. There can

always be “another way to God.” As in, “go within” which works on so

many levels; I can see, perhaps, infinitely. If I know I am me then I

haven’t reached the final level yet. And, once reaching the final level,

the only place to go is down again! 23:18

I really don’t think it Desantis business, and Trump doesn’t let a

governor tell a president what to do…Trump is his own man, and

doesn’t answer to DeSantis..

I guess West went east in his hope of going north. I hope this doesn’t

cause Trump to go south!
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Please don’t sink to this level of news reporting. It’s embarrassing.

Most people don’t give a flying fig about this kind of crap.

I think it’s important to report on what’s coming out of the offices of

a potential presidential candidate, meaning DeSantis. Otherwise, I

wouldn’t have touched this.

These type of articles are pure speculation. I agree with Hold the

Light. Ye for Prez?? ya right.

The purpose of this article was to print what’s coming out of

Desantis’ offices, and that’s not speculative, it’s objective reporting.

Sometimes when articles linger a few days, most definitely a week, I

get very sick of seeing them every time I check for new stories. Like

the codorna freak, or seeing piglosey a week.

Thanks, Michael. Your reporting is excellent. But DeSantis cannot be

trusted. He is a deep state traitor, and We the People have had more

than enough of deep state traitors. You are only doing your job.

Michael Baxter , I viewed a video very recently on a channel at

Bitchute, I was very short and to the point , Ye is telling folks about

his personal Bank account/s being frozen by outside parties ,

corporate entities with NO authority to take such action. I believe YE

said the funds amounted to 75 MILLIONS DOLLARS and he could

NOT have access to these funds and this was the reason for him

running for US President, with the hopes that the FEC, Federal

Election Committee would then have to look at and access those

funds. YE states that his funds and finances were open for

investigation and that he has NOTHING to hide. This is why he said

he was running for President, I am pretty sure YE has no illusions

that he could win or be in contention or even be qualified to be

President of the United State of America the Republic. Once again

this is for the FEC, to have access to his money , funds that are being

denied to him. He wants the FEC to investigate his funds , he has

nothing to hide. You and I know very well the criminal and corrupt
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parties that are using undue influence, and criminally denying YE his

money and that would be zionist masonic satanist jews. YE is a

MAJOR THREAT TO THESE ZIONIST JEW LOWLIFES BECAUSE

HE HAS EXPOSED THESE HEINOUS DEGENERATE DERANGED

LOWLIFES, you and I know what is at steak as does DJT, YE knows

better than anyone. YE is NOW a TARGETED INDIVIDUAL ,TI, HE

HAS BEEN and is exposing EXACTLY what President Trump and the

WHITE HATS , the ALLIANCE have been taking action against and

doing since before Mr.Trump became US President. Take Care

If this is actually coming from Rons office then that tells us

everything we need to know about Ron.

you are out of your depth

to the contrary, it is very important in order to grasp the true

situation.

It shows that Trump, as a Man of God, has a very good heart and, if

you do the math, you see that they tried to destabilize him using his

kindness

To the contrary this story shows the deepness of the compassion of

President Trump, he stands as a man of God with a very kind heart.

It confirms we made the right choice supporting the right person :

President Trump

I totally agree. I stand with President Trump no matter what. He is

under extreme pressure at this point. He is also a very kind man.

There are many who have taken advantage of him for being kind.

However, he can be very tough when he needs to be. I love him and

will not forsake the one God has put in place to save America.

No argument from me my friend. 80 million plus citizens made the

right choice of supporting DJT who comes close to being God’s

chosen or better yet anointed. I wear heaven’s badge of honor by my

 
faithfulness to God first and, then DJT next. Blessings,
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As it is said, “Keep your friends close, and your enemies closer.” In so

doing, you can keep up on what those enemies are up to, while your

friends are watching your back.

Good. Advisers are often the problem. Remember in the Bay of Pigs

mess, advisers to BOTH Kennedy and Kruschev were pushing

nuclear war and the two leaders ignored them. Thank God.

I lived through that time and it was very frightening, especially to 12

year-old. I was at a naval base overseas then, and we were a first

strike target.

 
The real hero of the whole incident was a Soviet sub commander who

refused orders to launch a nuclear missile.

 
Whew!

It was Vasily Arkapov. He was on the crippled sub K-19 and got

‘dosed’ when the [sunshine plant] on sub ‘went on the fritz’. men

DIED and got sick to fix things and return to port. This incident was

made into the movie K-19: THE WIDOWMAKER (2002). Thankfully

he said ‘no’ when the captain and another officer wanted to launch

their [N2 torpedo] at the the U.S. Navy fleet that was depth-charging

them to get them to surface and identify themselves. Thankfully, they

didn’t launch the torpedo when the depth charges first hit the water

and sank down to them. That scenario happened in the (thankfully)

fictional film THE BEDFORD INCIDENT (1965).

Arkapov’s sub fleet eventually surfaced, identified themselves, turned

around and returned to the Soviet Union. Thankfully, no GTW (see

WARGAMES [1983]) that day….

I recall that Kevin McCarthy kept Sidney Powell, Rudy Guiliani and

Mike Lindell from speaking with President Trump right after the

2020 election. Sometimes ‘advisors’ have their own agenda. I’m a but

leery of KM leading the GOP in the House.

I bet DJT was fully aware of that. But he keeps his enemies close to

his vest per se. Blessings,
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The traitor Cippolone kept Trump isolated in the White House and

kept Mike Lindell waiting. Cippolone was rumored to be involved in

the Vatican vote rigging.

JFK and Kruschev used J. D. Sallinger and an unkown Russian

millitary officer as couriers to communicate with each other

confidentially to defuse the situation. Thankfully, it worked.

DeSantis needs to shut his mouth and get back to governing his state.

He is not presidential material.

Desanitize is some kind of triple agent working for I’m-not quite-sure

for who, groups of unknowns……perhaps he’s just a reptilian under

assistant east coast promotion man….I just caint figure this guy

out….

““Maybe Trump’s clueless about Fuentes. He certainly wasn’t going

to turn away Kanye’s guest either way,” Uthmeier told DeSantis.

“This has setup written all over it. Kanye wants to be president.

Fuentes is part of his campaign. They want to undermine Trump. So,

they knew Fuentes would bring bad press, and leaked the entire

thing hoping the media would run with it.””

There is something wrong with Kanye on some level. He showed that

wrong in the Piers Morgan interview

Fine work, Michael, Thank you.

Kanye West president. OMG what’s wrong with people. He would be

the perfect puppet though more of the hunger games. I do pray the

military brings down this whole shit show before that happens.

There is a huge thread on Twitter about KanYE and his troubles. Yes,

he is way in over his head. My opinion is he met with 45 at the

instruction of his handlers. It is absurdity run amuck that KanYE

could be president. He is under MK ultra handlers and will do as

instructed. As for Desantis, I do believe he is also being handled by

the likes of Paul Ryan, Miss Lindsay Graham., etc for the DS. KanYE
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has been hospitalized b4 for his behavior aka Britney and many

others. He lost his soul to the DS while being married into the

Kardashian cult.

Ye (Kanye West) is mentally ill, manifesting visions of grandiosity.

He’s being used by Fuentes and others to take out Trump. They want

to promote their hate-filled antisemitism using Trump’s audience.

Trump trusted Kanye enough to have him come to dinner and the

set-up made Trump see what was really going on. Trump will take

the steps necessary. He will say what needs to be said on this. De

Santis needs to keep vigilant regarding his own advisors. He has

good judgment, unlike some of them.

He didn’t show good judgment when he let Fema into Florida to

shoot and loot his own constituents. This needs to always be

remembered and never forgotten I think.

You are so correct on this . De Santas allowed Fema to attack and

pillage his own constituents.

 
UNFORGIVABLE AT BEST. THIS SHOULD BE HIGHLIGHTED

AND BROUGHT UP IN THE NEWS AND BY SENATE AND

CONGRESS.

I’ve always feared FEMA after I learned that BO had dozens of camps

built across the US. Each had a crematorium and a guillotine.

A vile anti-semite who says women should not have the right to vote,

you say? Wow congrats Julie/Just Me on getting invited to a fancy

Mar-a-lago dinner with Trump!

You mean anti Khasarian! Pls explain the difference as I don’t think

their is! Funny, Jews scream anti semitism when people figure out

their angle! Classic deflection! I guess that’s my white privilege

talking from my safe-space crying closet!
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Judaism is the CULT of Satan , this is FACT. There is information on

this heinous reality. The information is written and spoken by the

very satanist jew themselves. These lowlifes speak about this with

impunity, they brag about this , their intentions and goals. They ,

Jews refer to this as the Church of Satan, go check out the TALMUD ,

if you cannot believe this , do some research, it is not a secret you can

read and discover realities that are NOT mainstream and this is done

on purpose. When you discover this heinous shit IT WILL FLOOR

YOU, very terrible shit that has been going on for FAR TOO

LONG,and it has to be RECTIFIED , STOPPED and

VANQUISHED,……ENTIRELY

This is an orchestrated attempt to make it seem that Trump and

Desantis are at odds. It’s theatre, distraction and once it’s served it’s

purpose (misleading the Deep State) you’ll see Trump and DeSantis

moving forward together. Trump has the international skills,

DeSantis is more domestic. It will be a Trump Presidency with a very

active DeSantis Vice Presidency.

I’d like Kari Lake as VP, me personally, she has stood up to voter

fraud, and child sex trafficking, more than DeSantis has done in his

state, which is rampant for trafficking.

 
Also, I read, can’t confirm, DeSantis is in the secret society Skull and

cross bones. Which is the same society Bush was in, in college. Also,

you can look this up in Ron’s EO’s for camps to be built in Florida,

what for, who knows, but people can look this up.

I wrote to her asking what she was going to do about child sex

trafficking and she responded she has a plan for the kids at the

border. Maybe she didn’t understand I was referring to child sex

trafficking EVERWHERE IN THE NATION, not just at the border.

People traffic their children for sex at their homes at a profit, too.

The level of child trafficking, the scope of it, is on a scale not to be

believed. But true. Everywhere. Child trafficking, torture, murder is

political currency to these sick miscreants. Border kids are only a
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very small portion of the children sacrificed.

GOOD LORD I HOPE NOT !!! Trump does not need DeSantis

creating havoc aka Mike Pence. This Evil may never end until

Christ’s return.

Someone said thus; optics are important that is why are in the 5th

Gen info war. Blessings

Please do not name your vibrator after African Americans because

they are substantially larger than the rest of the world.

–

Really the Real President gets set up(President Donald Trump) He

was the most pro Israel President we’ve ever had.Then you want to

attack him for being anti Israel! He was the only President who made

good on his promise to recognized Jerusalem as the true capital of

Israel. Acknowledged Israel’s sovereignty over Golan Heights.

Removed the United States from the United Nations human rights

council over blatant anti Israel bias. And much more! DeSantis may

be a good President some day, but remember I said this. Just because

he’s a good Governor doesn’t mean he will make a good President.

Who’s attacking whom?

I’m posting what’s coming out of Gov. DeSantis’ office. That’s all.

DeSatanas needs to stay away from the Presidency.

 
He is not a good candidate. He even okayed seniors getting jabbed

despite his removing the mandates from jobs and businesses, instead

of banning the clotshots them totally for everyone.

 
He knows Biden is no good and he mandated the clotshots across

America, and Ron Deep State enjoyed inviting FEMA to Florida and

shaking Beijing Biden’s hand, knowing this guy is a known

paedophile and incest aggressor and child sex trafficker for kids over

the border?

 
Most honorable men would not even acknowledge Traitor Joe, let
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alone shake his hand, and Ron DS KNOWS this paedo is so satanic

and dirty.

 
There is a reason Trump told his daughter Ivanka attending Incest

Joe’s usurpation ceremony on 01/20/21 was a bad idea. But this

daughter is not as loyal to dear old dad as we thought she was.

 
Paedo Joe stole the election from Trump and she knows it.

 
She and Jared sat on $100,000,000.00 of $300,000,000.00 raised

for Trumps legal defense fund to stop the fraud, so she can run for

political office when it was not even her money to take, since she and

Jared already have $800,000,000.00 between them and she can use

that to run for office if she wants to.

 
And RDS KNOWS the dangers of the clotshots Child Porn Joe

continues

 
to mandate on us. He is not clueless or ignorant of what is going on

with the clotshots.

The original Jared has been replaced by a double. So he is not sitting

on any money. Haven’t you noticed the difference in the faces of the

2 Jareds?

Trump doesn’t answer to Ron Desantis, he answers to the American

people…Trump was a sitting president, not DeSantis. You can erase

this like you did my other comment, but your not going to talk people

into voting for Desantis, his time is not now…Trump doesn’t take

orders from DeSantis…

I can assure you that MB is NOT erasing your comments,.. we can all

see them. An apology should be in order.

DeSantis was 100% aware of fema literally robbing and threatening

Naples residents during the hurricane that hit and told Gen Berger

sometimes you have to choose your battles, as if it didn’t matter. A

MAJOR piece of worthless garbage.
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If anything, the DS mouse is just being played in some devious game.

Kanye is insane and all he really wants is attention and money. He

decided to use God for his purposes but he has failed there because

he is still spewing filthy garbage out of his mouth and it is evident

that God did not call him. He is a sick man.

DeSants is a George Bushburger skull and bones buddy from Yale!

You CANNOT BE A PART OF THE OLD SYSTEM AND NOT BE A

PART OF THE PROBLEM!! DeSantis is a black hat… period! These

people can change the way act on a dime! Do not trust this guy! You

are a fool if u do!

I also have researched the same, I had the news paper article saying

so, but can’t find it now…

Thanks for the open-mindedness. All Ron DS did was throw a few

bones out there to make himself look electable. Not!!

Idiocracy LIVE indeed. The entire point of the US Presidency is

ability to talk with everyone and anyone. In order to understand or to

represent every single American.

This was YE’s test to get back in with Hollywood. Harley was surely

behind this stunt and used YE to infiltrate and cast a bad view on

Trump…..why do you think there is such a gap in YE’s tweets after

the ((())) comments. Quite clear what’s taking place here. Fuentes is

a boot licker for controlled opposition for the ((())).

Trump just keeping his enemies close. Desanitaryis’ aides are eager

for the prime time, for the big spotlight, and they see a glimmer of

hope they will be running things.

It is really sad to see articles about the 2024 election or it’s

candidates. It’s as if everyone is supposed to forget about past and

believe the future elections would solve it all. Just disgusting.
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First, DeSantis has stated he wasn’t interested in running for

president.

 
Second, are these people the best the USA has to offer?

Of course, all focus on 2024 is based on ignorance. The Big

Announcement on 11/15 had plenty of hidden comms pointing to a

return before 24, and not as #46 or 47, but as 19. That’s the Big Story

imo. All else is filler.

DJT won’t be called the master chess player for nothing. The

announcement brought to the open who really are behind him

through thick and thin. Blessings,

My initial reaction was Ye set Trump up, but I also don’t buy that

Trump didn’t know who Fuentes was either. I know DJT said he

didn’t know Fuentes but I don’t believe it. I believe Trump at least

knew or heard the name before. Whether Trump was fully aware of

Fuentes’ views is another question.

HERE WE GO, BAXTER SHOWING HIS TALMUDIC LEANINGS.

KANYE WEST SPEakS THE TRUTH. Baxter you better explain

yourself. I guess you are anti-FIRST AMENDMENT.

Pathetic.

If Mike were anti-1st Amendment, he would not let anybody

comment on this site. He would prohibit any free speech or honest

discourse whatsoever, and he is not like that. Neither am I.

“you’d better explain yourself…?” Who the H are you to make such an

inane demand of Michael Baxter?! Go fly a kite!

DeSantis may just be a Judas goat. Like all the other “conservatives”

who never mention ISRAEL and the TALMUDIC FILTH (Vicious

anti-Christ evil). DeSantis lapdogged for the “embassy” movement to

Jerusalem.
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For crying out loud, JUDAISM is satanic. It has NOTHING to do

with the MOSAIC/OLD TESTAMENT fear of the LORD and the Pre-

Incarnate Christ. It is Pharasaism, anti-Christ.

Baxter showing his true colors? Let’s see if he leads this up and

actually practices “free speech journalism” like he supposedly

purports.

@ John H – There isn’t room in this forum to go into just how wrong

you are, nor is it the place but I can’t just let your hatred spew. Jesus

was a Jew. His disciples were all Jews. Almost everything Jesus

taught when he walked the earth was taken from Torah. Using your

“logic,” that would make Jesus Satanic. That is how the hatred you

regurgitate makes you sound stupid.

I’m not saying that the Israeli government is all good. I’m saying

Jesus was a Jew, sent to the Jews as messiah – and I thank God that

He was.

Paul was sent to preach the gospel i.e. “the good news” to the

gentiles. His name was Saul and he was a Jew, of Tarsus in Cilicia. By

your reasoning, that would make him Satanic.

Study the Word and pray for understanding of just how Christianity

grew from Judaism. Not all Jews are holy, just as not all who call

themselves Christian are holy.

I could go on, but again, this is not the place. When it comes to

Judaism, please just shut the front door.

So true!! Also, I would be afraid to bash God’s chosen people. He has

a covenant with them to this day. The Bible also says that a nation

who blesses Israel will be blessed. I think that goes for us as

individuals as well. There are bad people among all groups but there

are also good people. Do not just sling filth at all Jews because of the

action of a few demonic ones. Believe me, God knows who they are

too.
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No argument from me Jack. I made the unpopular statement early

on this site, that there are a few on this site that are Biblically

challenged and are College of Biblical Studies flunkies. Blessings,

Pharasaism? Is the root word Pharisee? If so, did you know the

Pharisees are today’s equivalent of the hypocritical Democrats?

Blessings,

Trump is our President….crazy like a fox. I doubt very much he

would fall for Kanye’s stunt. Got a feeling we are supposed to be

looking seriously at this while something is happening elsewhere.

Thank you Michael for reporting this.

And I am grateful that you have shared your research and

information. It was shocking to learn who the DeSantis truly is.

Knowing that he is/was a member of Skull and Bones is really all you

need to know.

And DeSatanas knows Paedo Joe and his son Hunter are sex

offenders. So for him to shake hands and buddy up with the usurper

after a storm where he let FEMA in to shoot and loot people, never

answer questions about fixing 2020 and stopping child sex

trafficking at the ports and tunnels during an election year, and

secretly visit GITMO, and diss Trump is a red flag for me.

Kanye is right.

Oh, by the way, Israel/Mossad was behind 9/11. Proven by many,

most notably by bollyn.com Christopher Bollyn makes full and

undeniable case against the talmudian satanists.

No. It was the work of Dick Cheney, George Bush, and Rumsfeld!

They were behind it. Further, planes did not “crash into” the

buildings, that was CGI. The towers were blown up from inside, You

need to do some better research and get off your high horse about the
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Israelis. Until you have studied and read and understand Hebrew,

you have no standing – just a bunch of stupidity coming out of your

mouth.

On the day of the attacks, Israeli prime minister Benjamin

Netanyahu said 9-11 was “very good.” Later he said that Israel was

benefitting from the 9-11 attacks and “the American struggle in Iraq.”

The Zionist War on Terror, which Netanyahu has pushed since 1979,

has cost the U.S. some $7 Trillion, as President Donald Trump said

in April 2018, adding that the U.S. got “nothing” from these

expensive and senseless wars. So why is Trump working so hard to

please Netanyahu?

I find it extremely disturbing that the government and media cover-

up of 9-11 has gone on for almost 18 years with so little resistance

from the public.

I got this email from a reader in Florida who is certainly not willing

to let this cover-up go on:

9/11 is the most important event of our lifetime… No question it was

the beginning of the end of America as we knew it. We should not be

discussing ANYTHING until the perpetrators of this crime are

arrested and tried for treason and mass murder. We will never

rebuild this country until this is done… Trying to move forward

without successful prosecution of these criminals is like trying to

build a house on a rotten foundation.

 
– A.F. in Florida to Bollyn.com

What does the cover-up tell us about the health of the American

republic? It tells us quite clearly that our government and media are

controlled by the same people who carried out the terror atrocity.

This makes sense because the only people who benefit from, and who

are protected by the cover-up are the terror masterminds behind 9-

11. There could be no other reason to cover up the evidence if the
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official story were the truth, and there is abundant evidence that the

government and media have covered up the evidence for nearly 18

years.

What does this mean? It means we are living under a dictatorship!

We live in a nation in which the president and members of Congress

are ordered not to discuss what really happened on 9-11. They are

given a diktat to prevent any discussion of 9-11 truth emerging from

our government. It sounds outrageous, but it’s true.

With Donald Trump, who told voters that he would reveal who

brought down the towers in February 2016, we are still waiting, more

than three years later, for his revelation. In the meantime, he has

done everything he could to satisfy the outrageous demands of

Benjamin Netanyahu.

With Congress, it is exactly the same. The members of Congress work

overtime to protect and support the state of Israel, while the Zionist

state commits war crimes and aggression all over the Middle East on

a daily basis.

The 9-11 culprits who give the diktats to our political leaders

apparently demand two things: utter silence on 9-11 truth and

complete servitude to the Zionist agenda. Evidently, these are two

sides of the same coin.

Don’t expect the Zionist gangsters to give up and let us have our

republic back anytime soon. They intend to maintain control of the

White House and Congress for a long time, which is how they have

enslaved us. This is why the controlled media is crafting the pseudo-

issues that will define the next election. You can be sure that 9/11

truth will not be one of the issues of the debates.

We are living under a Zionist dictatorship that uses deception to trick

us into thinking we still live in a democratic republic. It relies

completely on deception. Don’t be deceived!
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Israel nuked America on 9-11-01…

veteranstodayarchives.com/2015/04/05/israel-nuked-america-on-

9-11-01-shout-it-from-the-rooftops-part-ii/

You don’t need to study, read, or understand Hebrew to recognize

your enemy. Yes, Dick Cheney, Bush, and Rumsfeld were involved,

but they were the puppets and Mossad was the puppetmasters.

Those 3 were just gofers doing their jobs for the criminals above

them.

The clip on Bitchute at video ID vPRk2tkiDQdW is a 62-minute

‘whodunit’ lecture done by the guy that actually figured out the

people who had 9/11 done through their proxies. For this, he was

attacked and injured to get him to shut up. He left the USA and may

still be incognito since then to stay safe. Warning, the video contains

graphic disturbing images.

I’ve seen other clips that covered similar ground but this one is to the

point and loaded with facts uncovered by this truther in his lecture

and ‘sweetened’ on screen with related imagery that are related to the

content of his lecture.

If you can’t understand anything else, look at how the towers fell.

Nothing hit on one side falls like that. Demolitions look like that.

If anyone is swayed by those playground-bully slurs of ‘antisemite’,

‘white supremacist’ and ‘holocaust denier’, they should be deeply

ashamed of themselves. These are Deep State trigger epithets to

control those weak-minded individuals too feeble to stand up in

public for the truth. Anyone bandying those vile anti-Christian slurs

around is an enemy of the people and an enemy of God.

It’s the Greek for Timothy and means one who honours God. Since

my Christians names are Timothy Peter, and since I teach ancient

Greek, I often use the names Timotheos Petros (the exact names

used in the Bible for Saints Timothy and Peter).
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I’d rather read a report about when the military is going to do their

duty and arrest the people responsible for the fraud that took place

among other things.

Yeah, I wish I had magic, too, and had info every single day to report

on military arrests. That’s not the way the world works.

That isn’t up to Michael. He has to run with what he is given, which

is a lot, relative to other reporters.

President Trump has already been our president…still is.

 
President Trump resides in Florida…doesn’t have to but does.

 
President Trump is not one that DeSantis wants to mess with as he’s

being encouraged to do so by his staff members so DeSantis needs to

tread lightly…and as you can see, he’s doing just that by sitting this

one out as he stated.

 
President Trump has nothing to worry about…DeSantis does.

 
Remember, God has chosen, anointed, appointed Trump to do His

will.

 
Remember, the hand of God remains on President Trump as he has

started his walk back to his seat.

 
Anyway, Trump will remain as president and retain the presidency

come next election because God said so.

Trump also moved his primary residency to Florida because of the

adrenochrome office parked across the street form his apartment

building. He didn’t want to do it, he had to do it.

 
That thing about the New York end of government harassing him

because of his business deals and taxes and litigations were

disinformation, because he cannot reveal what he knows about the

deep state trying to set him up by setting up shopping across from his

building.

 
The cabal knows he is fighting child sex trafficking and the satanic

paedophiles, and they are trying to make him look like he is with

them and not with us. The Illuminati hates the Trumps — they

already got his brother and the mother of his first three kids and
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tried to kill him, Melania and Barron — and the Rothschilds will do

anything and everything to destroy him, no matter the cost.

 
Our prayers are keeping the Trumps alive, despite the losses. Don’t

stop praying for them, friends.

 
The NWO wants us enslaved and dead, and Trump is fighting like a

gladiator to help save America.

 
Where America leads, the world follows.

Absolutely 100% correct. Your words sum it up nicely Xena, we’re on

the same page. Prayer is key. Hope you enjoyed your holiday

yesterday.

The turkey was absolutely scrumptious because Miguel Cardona

baked it with assist from the military.

SO VERY ‘WELL SAID’. THANK YOU FOR YOUR

 
CONCISE AND HEARTFELT COMMENTS, FRIEND.

 
GOD BLESS YOU, YOURS AND PRESIDENT TRUMP & FAMILY.

In his winter White House as white hats fondly call Mar a Lago. If

God is for Trump, who can be against DJT? God always wins

especially if we leave everything in his hands. Blessings,

After DeSantis turned his back on the fema corruption after Ian he

doesn’t have the same respect from the public has he once had,

looking more and more like a rino, and his diamond buisness with

fauci doesn’t help either

What Diamond business with Fauci? is this how he is making extra

money to pay for his campaign?

Hi i found how too build detoxification buckets on YouTube. Just do

a search on it you should find it . Spread the word and detoxification

programs thank you all .God bless us all Amen. And be the change

for the better world and Universe Amen
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TRUMP CAN DO WHAT EVER HE WANTS AT HIS HOME NO ONE

HAS THE RIGHT TO SAY WHO HE CAN HAVE OR NOT HAVE 4

DINNER—THEY NEED TO MIND THEIR OWN BUSINESS—

PERIOD!

DeSantis camp poised pounce, fortunately Ron at present went with

his gut instinct. Ronny-boy may have some street smarts.

Trump sat down with many heavy weights, and will chew and spit

DeSantis out like a untasty hors d’oeuvre at cocktail hour, like he did

with others.

Money says: Ron’s consiglieres will be his demise via

overzealousness that already surfaced herein, mark my words.

Last edited 11 hours ago by John .S

Remember Harley Pasternak threatened to Force admit Kanye West

for yet another lobotomy again!

Threatening future platdates with his children won’t be the same

look to CAA and the Goons attached to Canadian military trained

chemical warfare expert AKA fake trainer “Handler” Harley

Pasternak and CAA

they probably set the whole thing up … to flip it around

the psych Warfare it is coming straight from his Handler looks like a

setup in advance!

That’s all that CAA and the criminals know how to do well!

Looks like it was a setup all along and Ue is under chemical

alteration as per his Handler Harley Pasternak threatened

looks like a setup! DeSantis is going to lose a lot of points _ if he’s

shown to have people so anti-trump around him

Trump all the way!
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President Trump had more to gain by letting the jackals in the front

door even though Fuentes wasn’t expected.

 
President Trump is well aware of West’s mental issues and more

than likely knew who Fuentes is as well.

 
President Trump is well protected, West and his little sidekick would

never have stood a chance to do anything should they have been so

stupid.

 
Does anyone on this site really think President Trump isn’t ready for

such shenanigans?

 

 


